the endemic, systematized killing and assault of black and brown people at the hands of the police. 1 In fact, a recent study found that 8 percent of male homicides are committed by the police, with nonwhites, particularly black men, at the greatest risk of being killed. 2 Each piece of captured visible evidence posted to social media and/or shown on television is sickening and rage-inducing but also, due to the sheer volume, eventually iterative and anesthetizing, so much so that it has ceased to become national news when another video is uploaded or live-streamed. 3 There are also countless unseen instances when visible evidence is destroyed at the scene or censored online. Nevertheless, the digital age has produced a deluge of new visible evidence, and police brutality is not only still common but often delicately adjudicated, if at all. The existence of visible evidence in individual cases has done little to spur accountability and justice in US courts.
Further, as many scholars have noted, there is a fundamental tension at the core of looking at visible evidence of black death and abuses because the display and dehumanization of African American bodies have a long and infamous history in the United States. From slave patrols (the origin of modern policing in the United States), lynch mobs, and the murder of Emmett Till to the protests in Ferguson in 2015, black visuality and the policing of black and brown bodies are deeply imbricated within racist systems and discourses of law, power, surveillance, and white supremacy. 4 In addition, footage of police abuse and killings circulate as viral and networked documentary media images and can appear without warning in social media feeds. These types of images used to be rare, but we now confront them on a routine basis across a convergence of personal screen devices and platforms. While in the 1990s the King tape played in mass broadcast across twenty-four-hour cable networks and local news, today's videos circulate in a social media-based, narrowcast environment, as well as in the aforementioned traditional news venues. On upload sites like YouTube or streaming on Facebook Live, documentary media of police violence and viral black death is framed by (often racist) comments and/or algorithmically chosen suggestions for viewing similar footage. These frames decontextualize the videos and streams in time, space, and narrative, evacuating them of their excesses of affective and effective power. 5 A recent exchange between media studies scholar Alexandra Juhasz and cultural critic Kimberly Fain touched on two of the main ethical concerns about the specific practices of looking at these forms of documentary media. On the one hand, there is a desire to acknowledge, ally, and vehemently fight against but not look at the spectacle of black death and abuse, while on the other, there is an obligation to look and confront the material realities of black lives, as Fain asserts, to "#staywoke and look," because recorded encounters with force can beget forced encounters with systemic problems. 6 At the same time, radical documentary and other nonfiction activist media practices have long sought to use what was dubbed "visible evidence" by documentary film scholars after the release of the King tape in the 1990s as a tool to engender social and political transformation rooted in the potency of realism and visibility. 7 Yet we are currently drowning in realism and the visibility of any number of horrors. In this environment of media saturation, momentary virality, and judicial indifference, how do images come to have lasting power? How can we use documentary media to spark and sustain radical changes rather than simply circulating and dissecting dehumanizing footage? 8 In a new cultural, technological, activist, and social milieu and in the wake of a multitude of shootings since Oscar Grant in 2009, documentary studies requires a new term to engage a new set of issues, what I call "militant evidence."
The "militant" aspect of the term refers to unyielding, nonviolent struggle on the part of ordinary people who film and intervene in their world, work within larger media activist endeavors, and are catalyzed by militant evidence. It is also an extension of and link to what Kodwo Eshun and Ros Gray refer to as the "militant image," which they define as "any form of image or sound . . . produced in and through film-making practices dedicated to liberation struggles and revolutions of the late twentieth century," a sentiment that genealogically links today's capture of militant evidence with a rich tradition of global liberation and activist histories. 9 Further, it foregrounds the legacies of state violence that militant evidence is being mobilized to dismantle as a counterforce to state power. In this formulation, the camera is not a weapon or gun, a common analogy in transnational radical documentary history, but rather a productive tool of rebellion embedded among other technologies of representation within larger media ecologies. Within these ecologies, affective and effective evidence is wielded toward the abolition of injustices, as the catalyst for protest, for counterarchives and digital databases, as content for digital mapping, and (rarely successfully) for adjudication and justice in official venues. The "evidence" component refers to both its effective and its affective uses. The effective form of evidence attests to the fact that something has occurred and can be used in official venues or as part of larger advocacy campaigns. The affective components stem from a desire to generate and accumulate affective evidence and to move others into actions and practices against state violence. In this formulation, the camera captures not only visible evidence but also forces that, when properly harnessed, contextualized, and accumulated, can engender a host of effects and affects within larger media and activist ecologies outside of official venues. I formulate these forces in two ways: first, as what I have previously defined as affective radicality, or the accumulation of affectively potent individual videos and stories that move others into practices of resistance and militant action while effectively representing systemic problems; and second, as what Seyla Benhabib calls "jurisgenerative" effects: forces that slowly accumulate, build, and pressure official venues such as courts, governed by rules of evidence, to properly contextualize and adjudicate injustices against traditionally marginalized and silenced groups. 10 Here, videos and images function as a form of what I call "effective radicality": even when justice is not won in an individual case, each piece of visible evidence lays the groundwork and precedence for future cases, a jurisgenerative force in the cause of accountability and justice. Further, I offer militant evidence as an expanded purview and updated framework encompassing new forms of the accumulation and deployment of affective and effective documentary media for a variety of audiences and platforms and as a catalyst for collective action and productive rebellion. This framework and purview are necessary for reclaiming the meaning, power, and activist reframing of today's documentary media, depicting viral black death and abuse from the evacuations of meaning and force rendered by networked circulation and in traditional media and official judicial settings.
Imagine a still, glassy lake in front of you. If you were to throw a small pebble toward it, the pebble would enter a free fall and pierce the surface of the water. This violent eruption of force onto the placid surface sends ever larger ripples in every direction across the lake. If you think of the videos and other media as brutal, affective, evidentiary forces, they are the pebbles in this analogy. The ripples, the effects and affects generated by force, slowly expand to form a version of what scholar of black visual studies Christina Sharpe has recently called "wakes"-histories, processes, and consciousnesses that must be seen and accounted for as they form the basis for new collectivities and action. 11 That is what needs to be considered, the wakes in every direction, across communities, harnessed for resistance, counterarchives, counternarratives, judicial and extrajudicial structures of accountability, and solidarity across groups. As Sharpe argues in her recent reorientation of the field of black studies to the dehumanizing experiences of the everyday and in light of the recent videos and in the wake of the King tape, scholars and activists must do "wake work": Wakes are processes; through them we think about the dead and about our relations to them; they are rituals through which we enact grief and memory. Wakes allow those among the living to mourn the passing of the dead. . . . But wakes are also . . . the disturbance caused by the body swimming . . . in water; a region of disturbed flow; in the line of sight of (an observed object); and (something) in the line of recoil (of a gun); finally, wake also means being awake and, most importantly, consciousness. 12 The endless dissection of the individual forms of visible evidence or faith in their inherent utility is merely an exercise in desensitization within old frames of reference. The pebble is drowned and forgotten, buried in the muck, and evacuated of force. We need an approach that considers the wider effective and affective activist ecologies these videos are framed by and circulate within. 13 Militant evidence does not consist of texts to be read and interpreted. Rather, it is the accumulated evidence of individual and collective traumas that are to be forcefully felt, to awaken and move others into new frames of reference, rebellion, and collective activism and toward justice. This article is an attempt to open the purview of the gaze away from a focus on spectacular imagery of black death to the many wakes left behind the King tape and the many videos since then, beyond the image. To look more broadly in order to awaken to the larger structural realities and activist campaigns, today's images of viral black death operate forcefully within. 14 I return to the historical and critical legacy of the King tape in light of its transformation of the concerns of the field of documentary studies in the 1990s as a lens to consider the legibility, frames of reference, and context for understanding the repeated failures since the 1990s of traumatic visible evidence of police abuse against black and brown bodies to prove guilt or engender justice. First, I examine the notion of the Rodney King event as it was written about in the 1990s. Then, I turn to the idea of the camera as tool or weapon, a notion common throughout documentary history and reimagined in the wake of the King tape by documentary scholars. Next, I consider the limits of the idea of visible evidence within the larger history of black bodies functioning as sites for US national traumas. Finally, I analyze examples of media and larger activist projects both before and after the founding by Patrisse Cullors, Alicia Garza, and Opal Tometi of Black Lives Matter (BLM) in 2014, a main catalyst for activism around social justice issues that began as a response to police violence. In these instances, militant evidence functions beyond criminal proceedings, the screen, or moments online. Rather, the affective and effective forces in such videos are contextualized and reclaimed in slower practices of resistance and collaborative, activist networks fighting for the abolition of police violence and policing practices amid intersectional social justice movements.
THE RODNEY KING EVENT
Shortly after the King tape was released by KTLA and picked up by twenty-four-hour cable news channel CNN, 92 percent of Los Angeles citizens who had seen it believed the police officers used excessive force. 15 The tape, as many have noted, is considered to be the first viral video, spread to the televisions of millions of Americans. The seeming liveness of television, coupled with the grainy amateur video, gave viewers the sense that they were experiencing a glimpse of the day-to-day reality of black citizens in Los Angeles. Further, television solidified a larger national "experience" of the event, with the tape playing across the country on a loop. 16 The video seemingly left little room for ambiguity-a man was obviously unjustly and viciously assaulted by a group of policemen. Nationwide, however, there was an emerging and alarming racialized gap in outrage when it came to punishing the officers: an ABC News / Washington Post poll conducted during the trial showed that only 64 percent of white respondents thought the officers who beat King deserved to be convicted, compared to 92 percent of African Americans. 17 This gap was underscored in the majority white upper-middle-class suburb of Simi Valley, where the case had been moved. Here, the officers were acquitted in their initial criminal trial, which concluded on April 29, 1992, fourteen months after the initial KTLA broadcast. There was a glaring imparity between the affective function of the video that circulated in a constant loop on television and the effective function of that same visible evidence slowed, freeze-framed, and narrated into oblivion within the standards of evidence and legalistic proof demanded in a standard criminal trial. 18 This was furthered by the willingness of white jurors and a significant minority of the white public to bracket the affective portion, the very humanity of Rodney King, in order to accede to the effective function of the tape, which prevented empathetic identification with him as a human being, leading to the acquittal. As Sasha Torres notes, the aforementioned "liveness" bestowed on the tape by twenty-four-hour cable news was reinforced by the prosecutors, who possessed "overconfidence in the video's presumably privileged relation to the real," leading them to put too much faith in its selfevidence. 19 It was only in 1993, after President George H. W. Bush was pressured into moving King's case into federal court, that there was any modicum of justice: two of the four officers were found guilty and sentenced to a paltry two and a half years in prison.
As scholars in the 1990s and after critically examined the tape, the acquittal, and the subsequent days of rioting that followed throughout Los Angeles, they found "Rodney King" to be an inadequate signifier. There is certainly the late man known as Rodney King, but the event, its aftermath, and the many long-simmering tensions it released transcend the signification of any one person. As Fred Moten has noted, the King tape and everything around it "should be called Rodney King in an effort to indicate the convergence of man, phantom, beating, ritual, mundane occurrence, event, trial, text, negation, principle." 20 Similarly, Avital Ronell refers to the "Rodney King event" and argues that it led to a questioning of the use of force both in public and in the trial while serving as "a metonymy of a hidden atrocity . . . to which African Americans are routinely subjected." 21 The idea of laying bare the unseen horrors of modern life was a primary concern of the radical or "committed" documentary, which I will briefly discuss below. Writing about the King event some years later, Louis-Georges Schwartz argues that the tape functions as an image-event, something that is seen and felt but cannot be properly responded to. He further asserts that "the Rodney King tape became an image-event because of the difference between the courtroom and broadcast news." 22 The affective function of the tape is effectively screened out in the courtroom as the evidence is reframed within the formality, rules, and decontextualization inherent to a US court proceeding. All three accounts underscore the importance of understanding the layered, multiple frames of legibility the tape inhabited while also analyzing it as a point of convergence for a number of trajectories in documentary and video activism, African American history, and the uses of new technologies of representation. Each provides a critical vantage from the 1990s for contextualizing the mountain of video evidence of police abuse and killing, which has grown ever larger each year.
The Rodney King event, like the staggering number of videos today, displaced and condensed a host of national anxieties and traumas and sparked wide protests. "In the 1990s," explains Elizabeth Alexander, "African American bodies on videotape [had] been the site on which national traumas-sexual harassment, date rape, drug abuse, AIDS, racial, economic, and urban conflict [had] been dramatized." 23 While the King tape itself was novel, a confluence of Holliday's chance filming, the stark brutality depicted, its constant airing on television, and the simmering problems of the nation, enumerated by Alexander, found their sites of projection on the bodies of other black men: Magic Johnson and Arthur Ashe (HIV/AIDS), Marion Barry (drug abuse), Mike Tyson (date rape), among many others. When not representing specific national traumas, black bodies were constantly presented and policed as a threat, particularly in large urban centers. In Los Angeles the climate for black men was particularly dire: "The unemployment rate in South Los Angeles hovered near 50 percent among black men. The crack cocaine epidemic was ripping families apart and fueling deadly gang feuds. Violent crime was at record highs; more than 1,000 people were killed in Los Angeles in 1992, compared to fewer than 300 in 2016. Police attacked those issues like an occupying force, routinely harassing young black men and using military tanks to bust into residents' homes in search of drugs and guns." 24 The idea that black and brown Americans are the subject of an occupying force puts them, domestically, in the same situation as the Iraqis, Afghanis, and countless others who have been subject to US occupation, as well as the Palestinians, languishing in an open-air prison under Israeli (US-funded) occupation. In 2019 this situation manifests itself in the United States not only in a visibly militarized police force but also in often unseen technologies that enable pervasive surveillance. These technologies include body-worn cameras, cell-site simulators, drones, facial/tattoo recognition technology, and automated license plate readers, many of which were first developed and deployed for military operations. 25 Thus, the colonial, occupying logic of foreign conquest, rooted in a fundamental dehumanization of the other, is central to the LAPD and other policing practices of minority subjects. In fact, as Sandy Banks notes, in the 1980s and 1990s the LAPD's "disdain for the community was so profound and ingrained that the shorthand code among officers for crimes involving blacks was NHI-No Human Involved." 26 Moreover, in the years prior to the King event, the city of Los Angeles paid millions of dollars in complaints of citizen abuse at the hands of the LAPD, in particular their use of the chokehold tactic on black men, who represented more than 88 percent of deaths by chokehold in Los Angeles during the 1980s. 27 Finally, when black and brown subjects take to the streets to protest these injustices, they are controlled and occupied via militarized state responses-scenes that have played out on television from Watts in 1965 to the LA Riots in 1992 and later, through multiple forms of media, in the Ferguson Uprising in 2015. In all of these and other similar instance, the people protesting are "rioters," "looters," and "out of control"-framed as criminals by cable television anchorsoften further undercutting a given victim's humanity while proffering lazy, long-held stereotypes of their communities.
TOOL, WEAPON, WITNESS
A possible weapon exists in a camera that can capture video proof, what documentary scholars have called "visible evidence," and that is often produced by citizens empowered to film the everyday police violence around them. As Deidre Boyle noted in 1992, in the "years since the video Porta Pak launched an independent television movement in the United States, a new generation of video activists has taken up the video camcorder as a tool, a weapon, and a witness." 28 Through the camera, the logic goes, they are persistently and militantly able to return the gaze of the law while documenting and preserving a record of its injustices that will force the courts and larger public to act. Historically, this power develops in documentary film, which has been uniquely affiliated with political movements, revolutions, and demands for social change. The most militant strain of this genre was dubbed the radical or "committed" documentary, encompassing the work, among that of many others, of Dziga Vertov, Esfir Shub, and Joris Ivens; Third Cinema in the late 1960s and 1970s; and then into the 1980s and 1990s with the rise of video activism and groups like the Black Audio Film Collective, Paper Tiger Television, and Damned Interfering Video Activist Television (DIVA-TV) within the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT-UP). 29 Despite the diversity of time, place, and intent, a set of recurring patterns and impulses emerges in their projects. A fundamental basis of their work involved the illumination of the usually "unseen" and the strategic uses of witnesses, testimonies, archives, and evidence. These are works that seek to activate their spectators in the cause of radical change. In these ways, the use of the camera, the visible evidence it produces, and the networks such images circulate within become forceful tools in political struggles, instrumentalized in the task of activism, counterinformation, advocacy, and intervention. As mentioned above, the camera in this transnational historical formulation is often theorized as a gun, a weapon capable of fighting governments, ideologies, and systemic inequalities.
Within this larger history, the King tape reconceptualized the scope of radical documentary practices and marked a shift to witnesses, portable cameras, increased documenting, and the power of evidence in the 1990s. Here, we see a return to realism within the larger subjective and micropolitical turn of 1980s and early 1990s documentary practices. In the introduction to the pathbreaking 1999 edited collection Collecting Visible Evidence, Jane Gaines argues that in the wake of the King verdict in 1992, documentary strategies, practices, and modes of scholarship were in need of an overhaul in order to consider questions of documentary evidence, meaning, and veracity. 30 The inaugural 1993 Visible Evidence conference, which has met each year since, heralded this larger return to scholarly focus on documentary media and questions of realism in light of not only the King tape but also rapid shifts in access to cameras, digital technologies, and eventually the internet. The concept of visible evidence, a phrase coined after the King tape, relies heavily on theoretical formulations of the real and indexicality. Questions of the real and indexicality have dominated past debates in documentary studies because unlike other cinematic genres, documentary makes unique truth claims. Documentaries employ representations of actual historical actors, events, and places to direct the spectator to the "real" world. In documentary studies the debate in the 1980s and early 1990s was between tensions that documentary represents real historical actors and at the same time captures images that make an indexical claim to "the real." Bill Nichols has eloquently articulated this tension. He contends that documentaries fit into a tradition he calls "discourses of sobriety." These discourses undergird ways of speaking about and representing historical reality. 31 In his estimation, realism is a crucial component for spectatorial engagement because it is fundamental to generating empathy and thus the transfer of "experience" from the historical actors on-screen to the viewer. Unlike the escapism of fictional narrative film, documentary directs us toward the world by presenting a representation of historical reality, though, importantly, Nichols notes that any notion that documentary grants privileged access to "the real" is false-an effect of ideology.
In 2007, in the aftermath of a multitude of documentaries produced about the Iraq War, Jane Gaines reclaimed the potential of the real for radical politics, arguing that the "documentary cinema has special powers we would not dispute." These special powers involve "moving images claimed for radical, transformative politics." The notion of the claim is key. Merely recording reality in an ostensibly objective fashion makes no claim regarding social meaning. To make a claim is to see the world as "solidly rooted in social situations, growing out of them, and most significantly, determined by them." In expanding to the conception of militant evidence in my formulation, we can more capaciously think about the social situations and the "wakes" that have produced them while encompassing their political power. In terms of the radical, Gaines argues that "indexical privilege contributes something to one of the forks of the radical cause-the evidence of material conditions." 32 The realism of documentary relies on the capture of a certain kind of fact-a "pathos of fact." This sort of fact is often effective and relies on the generation and reception of affect for its impact. The emphasis on the affective and bodily dimensions of documentary spectatorship have also been examined by Gaines in regard to the concept of "political mimesis," which "begins with the body and is about a relationship between bodies in two locations-on the screen and in the audience-and it is the starting point for the consideration of what one body makes the other do," specifically what the "committed documentary wants us to do." Mimesis and affect, for Gaines, revolve chiefly around "images of sensuous struggle," often of large demonstrations, riots, and clashes with authorities. Documentarians traffic in these images certainly because they represent real historical struggles but also "because they want audiences to carry on that same struggle" in order to "make that struggle visceral." Mimesis, however, is not mere mimicry, which "carries connotations of naïve realism" and "even animality." Instead, mimesis focuses on both a potential "change in consciousness" and "making activists more active-of making them more like the moving bodies on the screen." 33 In other words, mimesis is a provocation to move one's body in the service of and solidarity with the struggle presented.
In addition, the use of documentary as a form of evidence must take place, argues Nichols, "within a discursive or interpretive frame" in which evidence is thus part of a larger discourse: "Facts become evidence when they are taken up in a discourse, and that discourse gains the force to compel belief through its capacity to refer evidence to a domain outside itself." Meaning and impact also emerge from the questions we ask of images, events, objects, or sounds, where evidentiary status emerges from the answers to those queries. 34 Within the domain of police violence and a saturated media environment, the questions to documentary practices involve how to present evidence in such a way as to militantly intervene within the context of systemic killing and abuse that the justice system is chronically unable to properly adjudicate. Further, in the networked age of new media, documentary operates in what Helen de Michiel and Patricia Zimmermann call "open spaces," a term that encompasses a shift "from a text-centered criticality toward a nexus of technology, form, histories, communities, politics, convenings, collaborations, mobilities, movements and strategies . . . that have migrated into documentary," a wider dynamic purview that encompasses a variety of operational settings and forms. 35 In 2019, in the wakes of many videos, livestreams, and other documentary media like the King tape, a similar overhaul in approach is needed to the idea of visible evidence, which heralded a shift in the 1990s. Today, the documentary image is eminently spreadable, but a single image is no longer enough to catalyze change or even sustain one's attention-there is simply too much to be aware of in the modern media environment. In addition, the instantaneous nature of the digital age occludes the deliberate pace and work of political and social change. Moreover, visibility is often perilous for vulnerable citizens recording and absorbing the brunt of state violence. Militant evidence encompasses the dynamism and power of how documentary media circulates now, within open spaces. In what follows, I analyze and think through the King tape beyond visible evidence and as marking a shift and creating the wake for a more militant notion of evidence that conceives of the camera and evidence captured not as weapons but as productive forces-tools of incitement, rebellion, and community building. I hope to orient documentary media studies to the slow work of justice, accountability, and resilience within larger ecologies of the media activism that is realized in the networked age. Thus, it's necessary to consider why the King tape was insufficient for justice and systemic change and why today's massive accumulation of such videos remains insufficient for those same ends. To do all of this, I expand on the work of Mia Fischer and K. Mohrman, who argue that "the souveilant use of smart phones and live-streaming applications that document the killing of black and brown people has the potential to change the framing of racialized bodies in public discourse, but only if these videos are contextualized as part of larger social justice movements." 36 Militant evidence functions in this way as it is accumulated and deployed tactically within a larger strategy of activist intervention, counterarchives, interruptions of dominant logics narratives, and/or movement building.
For example, the activism of the many groups that make up the BLM movement catalyzed nationwide protests by situating, via social media, the recent images, videos, and events within direct actions and forms of resistance, as well as larger critiques of racism, state violence, and concrete demands for systemic changes. In tactics, strategy, and righteous, nonviolent militancy, BLM is firmly in the lineage of the civil rights, Black Power, and LGBTQ movements, but it is occurring in a "cameras everywhere" milieu of networked images on social media that has fundamentally altered the way we must consider the utility of visibility, the camera, and visible evidence, particularly for traditionally marginalized groups that seek to push against powerful entrenched forces and institutions in their communities. Additionally, a recent study of social media activism and BLM, which used a dataset of twenty-eight million twitter posts around four key events (the death of Michael Brown in 2014, the ensuing protests in Ferguson after the failure to press charges against Officer Darren Brown, pro police counterprotests in New York City in 2014, and the death of Freddie Gray in Baltimore in 2015), had a number of interesting insights regarding the wide effectiveness of BLM. Chief among them were that (1) participation in social media was used to generate support for protests in both the short term and the long term, as well as providing a space of aid, comfort, communication, and an emerging sense of collective identity; and (2) "faceto-face and online forms of activism work in interrelated and aggregative ways towards helping drive social and political change." 37 In these ways, the alternative networks of activism, counternarratives, and spaces of support offered by social media create the networks in which militant evidence finds its potency, regains its force, and catalyzes positive and generative outcomes.
Yet while the camera in many black and brown communities has become a ubiquitous tool for recording police violence since the 1990s, it has also become a pervasive mode of state surveillance. For example, according to a recent Pew Research Center study, 98 percent of African Americans have cell phones and 75 percent have smart phones, in line with similar percentages for Hispanics. 38 Thus, many citizens living in "high-crime" (i.e., poor) areas, occupied by police, now have an easy means of recording police violence at their disposal. At the same time, police are increasingly outfitted with body and other cameras, as well as other high-tech modes of surveillance and tracking. In fact, much like the activist and revolutionary groups that preceded them, BLM was and is routinely put under state surveillance of its social media activities, prominent activists, and protests. 39 In addition, successfully filming police abuse, while a commendable practice of resistance (like Ken Moore's video of the violent arrest of Freddie Gray in 2015 or Ramsey Orta and Taisha Allen's footage of the Eric Garner incident in 2014), it can lead to a variety of forms of retribution and intimidation, such as assault, false arrests, stalking, and doxing on social media. 40 However, as Jeffrey Skoller notes, acts of filming the police can be read politically as practices of resistance, instantiating a "time of resistance: a performative mode in which the technology allows the filmer to destabilize the temporality of their interaction with authority . . . momentarily denaturalizing the terms of power." Further, and specifically within the context of race, such practices can work as modes of what Simone Browne calls "dark sousveillance" that also work to destabilize state visual power in spaces that surveil blackness. 41 The police and the people who film them are in an arms race to produce, preserve, and disseminate visible evidence, a task that is increasingly fraught for citizens who do not have the power or capabilities the police possess. The routine police violence of King's time remains, and despite a massive accumulation of visible evidence, it is rarely sufficient for a conviction. Yet media activism retains an overreliance on visible evidence and belief in the power of realism, despite its lack of success in engendering accountability, despite clearly visible brutality. It's useful, then, to think about the Rodney King event as a flashpoint within documentary history and as a turn to amateur-produced visible evidence, a specter that haunts media activism and that we must move beyond. The notion of visibility in and of itself is not operational in the contemporary environment. The failures of the King tape to engender justice demonstrate the limits of visible evidence.
BLACK BODIES, NATIONAL TRAUMAS, AND THE LIMITS OF VISIBLE EVIDENCE
Regarding the incomprehensibility of the verdict in light of the King video, Judith Butler contends that "it was not the consequence of ignoring the video, but, rather of reproducing the video within a racially saturated field of visibility." Thus, within that field, the "'visual evidence' to which one refers will always and only refute the conclusions based upon it. . . . [T]he visual field is not neutral to the question of race; it is itself a racial formation, and episteme, hegemonic and forceful." 42 In a similar sentiment, Kimberlé Crenshaw and Gary Peller argue, "Police brutality . . . does not speak for itself. . . . [R]ather than providing some kind of firm ground to challenge racist institutional practices, notions of formal equality, objectivity, neutrality, and the like tend to obscure the way race is experienced by the vast majority of African Americans in this society." In this way, they posit, when white juries and the white public view a particular incident, they often experience a form of "disaggregation," the experience of following a "narrative technique that narrows the perception of the range of illegitimate racial power by divorcing particular episodes from their larger social context." 43 During the trial of the LAPD officers who beat King, this disaggregation manifested itself as an obliteration of the referential stability and context of the images as the defense attorneys bombarded the jury with slowed, freeze-framed, and blurred images, all narrated by the officers relaying their state of mind and the menace King represented to them. King was described, among other dehumanizing descriptors, as "aggressive," "buffed-out," "a probable ex-con," "a wounded animal," and "a monster." This description, as Patricia Williams notes, effectively weaponized King himself, turning his "body into a gun . . . in the freeze-framed version a 'cocked' leg, an arm in 'trigger position,' a bullet of a body always aimed, poised, and about to fire itself into deadly action which served to justify the 'reasonable' nature of the officer's actions." 44 Thus, the linguistic erasure of humanity of "no human involved" referenced earlier is replayed over and over, through other coded, racist language, in the trial of King. It screens out the trauma of violence against black and brown bodies in a haze of white amnesia in favor of a recuperated white male victimization at the hands of a ballistic black man. It degrades and isolates him while also making him the aggressor, unmoored from history, racism, or any claim to victimization.
This same narrative and linguistic frame is retrofitted on television, on digital and social media, and in the courtroom for the erasure of accountability in the deaths of Tamir Rice, Michael Brown, and many others in what has become a routine and systematic character assassination postmortem. In the Michael Brown case, for instance, the Ferguson Police Department released surveillance footage from the Ferguson Market and Liquor store of Brown in a confrontation with the store's cashier over petty theft. The footage shows Brown looming over the cashier, obviously much larger than him. During the trial, officer Darren Wilson, who shot and killed Brown, described him, much like the LAPD officers did in the King trial, as looking "like a demon" and described that he "felt like a five-year-old holding on to Hulk Hogan." 45 In the trial of George Zimmerman, who murdered seventeen-yearold Trayvon Martin, Martin was cast as "an aspiring street tough" and "would-be thug." 46 The defense team displayed pictures of Martin taken from his cell phone that showed him with gold teeth and giving the middle finger, as well as other innocuous images recast from typical to threatening. The story has repeated itself in similar trials throughout the country.
Beyond these frames, there is also a larger societal and structural problem, namely, the displacement of other national traumas, particularly wars. Ronell argues that the King tape and its aftermath exist in a continuum with the Gulf War, where "police action and military intervention have been collapsed in the national unconscious." 47 The collapse in the 1990s was the shielding of the public from the violence of the state, exemplified by the farcical media coverage of Operation Desert Storm, which began to turn war into sterilized entertainment-a tendency that has become routine today. The war was presented to the public as what Allen Feldman calls "sanitary violence." When the King tape, played endlessly on both CNN and local news stations, confronted American viewers, it was, argues Feldman, "the skeletal X-ray image flashed upon the technologized surface of state rationality," the sublimated violence of the war beaten into the body of King. In addition, according to Feldman, the beating "laid bare another layer of wounding encounters, namely 'unfinished history.'" 48 This unfinished history is the return of the repressed in the American national imaginary, the figure of the black man: slave, other, not fully human. In the trial, once the affect had been surgically excised from the tape and King had been linguistically reshaped from victim to violent aggressor, his body, Ronell contends, returned to its "proper" place to "be processed as a racial, a disciplinary, and a legal object," a hypervisible, othered body to be policed and controlled. 49 In 2019 this collapse is marked by a further grafting of the logics of war, in a continuum with the recent wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, onto the lives of poor black and brown citizens, often residing in neighborhoods occupied by constant police presence and routine harassment. Part of this recent iteration has been accelerated, as explored in documentaries such as Craig Atkinson's Do Not Resist (2016), due to the distribution of military equipment from the Department of Defense to local police departments throughout the United States, which began in earnest after the events of September 11, 2001 . This military support is coupled with well-trained ex-military members flocking to law enforcement jobs. The rapid militarization that results is often justified because of nascent threats of terrorism, but the power is routinely wielded against those involved in protests, minor drug crimes, petty theft, and other routine matters. When the tools of war are deployed against citizens, the logics of war and terror follow. In the post-9/11 world, human life is reconstructed under a threat matrix where the safety of law enforcement is never to be questioned and killing "threats" to that safety are justifiable. Black and brown people remain a prime target in the threat matrix as it is overlaid onto the United States. As Jasbir Puar contends, when we hear that "police were merely 'doing their job,' a dangerous, lifethreatening one" that involves a "calculation of risk," that "is the founding rationalization or the impunity of 'the right to kill' wielded by U.S. law enforcement." 50 In other words, the official US state policy of extrajudicial killing of "enemy combatants" via drone and other means by the US military has become standard operating procedure domestically. 51 The idea of the threat matrix works to enervate the liberatory possibilities of having the ability to capture visible evidence of police misconduct as state forces have responded with a countervisual strategy of total surveillance and occupation.
In pursuit of this total surveillance, as mentioned above, cities and towns have armed their police forces with more cameras, particularly on the dashboards of their vehicles and most recently body-attached cameras they wear on duty. The police point of view, however, is often the default position in legal proceedings and in cases of wrongdoing, and that position is further reinforced by the point-of-view framing of such videos when they are used as evidence and/or released to the public. As Schwartz contends, during trials involving police misconduct, "jurors see videos literally framed from the patrol's point of view, from a vantage point that moves with the bodies of police, helping to ensure that the violence committed by patrols remains structurally invisible in court." A similar erasure occurs when such videos are played in the news media and described as "officer involved shootings" or similar sanitized language that simultaneously paints the victim as suspicious (a "suspect"). In this milieu, Schwartz argues, smartphones and the videos they capture "are increasingly seen as a means of rebellion rather than evidence," as they are orientated less toward employing the videos as official, effective evidence within legal proceedings and more as affective evidence. On one level, videos are a force to catalyze collective protest and rebellion, and on another, they can be used to rebut official narration, frames of reference, and interpretation within larger media ecologies of extrajudicial digital circulation. 52 When accumulated and framed within larger histories and in the wake of decades of struggle and state violence, these forces act as militant evidence outside official apparatuses, which still cannot provide justice.
The complex dynamics of this tension and the failure of visible evidence, even in an environment of heightened public awareness and sensitivity, was evident in the July 2015 murder of forty-three-year-old black man Samuel DuBose at the hands of Ray Tensing, a University of Cincinnati police officer. DuBose was pulled over for two minor traffic offenses and was unarmed. He attempted to leave the scene of the traffic stop after questioning and began to pull away, leading Tensing to fire his gun and kill him. By the time this occurred, the nation had confronted the death of Trayvon Martin and the acquittal of his killer, George Zimmerman, the creation and mass protests of the Black Lives Matter movement, and the murder of Michael Brown and the ensuing protests in Ferguson. This prior and ongoing activism had shifted the national conversation so much that after viewing the bodycam footage from Tensing, Joe Deters, the Hamilton County prosecuting attorney, publicly stated during a press conference that the incident happened after a "chicken crap" traffic stop over a missing front license plate, that it was "asinine," and that it was "without question a murder." 53 The stunning admission seemed to be a step forward, as the affective and effective functions of the video, in judicial and extrajudicial spheres, all worked to the same end: this was clearly an unjustified murder and would be swiftly adjudicated as such. But during the trial the evidence became open to interpretation. Tensing claimed that the reason he shot DuBose was that his arm was stuck in the car door, and he was being dragged. Framed like a first-person shooter video game via Tensing's body cam, the footage clearly shows that Tensing lied.
Yet, rather than use this plainly visible evidence to convict Tensing, the trial became an exercise in explicating Tensing's "state of mind" and whether he imagined a threat to his life. Two separate juries failed to convict Tensing, and Deters dropped the charges two years after his initial press conference. As Jackie Wang notes, the trial "lays bare the fallacy of believing that body cams will curb anti-black policing" because "the footage captured by body cams will be used against the people who are being policed and not against the officers who are legally given discretion to shoot people." 54 If the right to kill is fundamental to policing, plain visible evidence of murder is not properly adjudicated, and each incident is explained, viewed, and/or adjudicated in isolation, then it is abundantly clear that visible evidence can't solve endemic, seemingly intractable problems by itself, especially if those solutions only involve legal redress.
MILITANT EVIDENCE: MEDIA ACTIVISM AND SLOW RESILIENCE
The concept of militant evidence draws its power from two main, intertwined affective and effective vectors. The first is the corroboration and accumulation of networked images, witnesses, and testimonials. And second, when accumulated to a great degree, each piece of evidence builds on the power of others, whereby accumulation helps to reveal the long-standing and systemic effects of police violence and a host of other structural issues. Militant evidence heralds an expansion of documentary media activism beyond visibility of individual videos and toward the visibility of systemic structures of violence and racism and the larger media ecologies that documentary media circulate within-social media, television, upload and streaming sites, courts, and government and policy arenas, both official and unofficial. In the context of this article, it is a framework to think through and with the emerging, dynamic documentary media practices that engender new frames of reference, extrajudicial modes of accountability, and collaborative rebellion. As militant evidence, videos and other documentary media are potently deployed and reframed as affective and effective forces by activist groups demanding accountability, countering official narratives, and generating empathy and incitement toward collective action and larger movements of social justice. One group working in this model of documentary media activism to deploy militant evidence is WITNESS, a Brooklyn-based nonprofit video advocacy and global human rights organization. 55 Militant evidence involves the constant, unrelenting, nonviolent pressure built on the power of the evidence accumulated, connections made, resources shared, and communities empowered. The group partners and collaborates with local organizations and activists across the world, aiding them in leveraging technology in the service of human rights, justice, and accountability. In fact, WITNESS was formed by musician Peter Gabriel shortly after the King event and has grown to an organization that deploys a host of resources to augment and amplify the power of video evidence. As Gabriel contends, "Sometimes, documenting a human rights crime doesn't directly lead to justice. But it can galvanize a movement. It can be proof regardless of what a jury decides. Most importantly, it can transform public opinion as well as national and international policies. We may not see the outcome we want when we want it, but there is power in arming truth with evidence." 56 In this way, militant evidence can lead to formal and informal investigations and public pressure, but it can also create networked frameworks of resources for understanding and contextualizing the seemingly aberrant and violent videos beyond direct legal punishments of individuals. In the realm of police violence, WITNESS began the online multimedia Caught on Camera: Police Violence in the United States Project, which seeks to elucidate various ways that activists, lawyers, journalists, and others can effectively use video for change. 57 The project offers advice, tips, and apps to aid in filming the police and what to do once you have obtained such footage. It offers methods for community-based archiving and links to a host of national and global groups connected in the fight against police violence and for restorative justice. The project also, importantly, offers case studies of four police assaults and/ or killings (Kianga Mwamba, Askia Sabur, Walter Scott, and Phillip White) and links to the graphic videos captured by bystanders. But instead of replaying the videos in endless loops, the project deeply contextualizes them. Rather than simply a conduit for justified outrage, the project instead expands and amplifies the affective and effective power of documentary evidence. It directs the affective power of the videos into affirmative strategies of resistance, archiving, community building, and solidarity across groups/categories.
Another example of a strategy that builds off the work of Caught on Camera is the WITNESS collaborative project Profiling the Police: Using Eyewitness Video as a Source of Data about Police Abuse, which explored and rendered visible systemic police abuse on the microlevel and now exists as a case study. 58 The project essentially updates and expands the idea of Cop Watch, founded in Berkeley in 1990, which is a network of autonomous video activists who monitor and film police conduct. WITNESS partnered with El Grito de Sunset Park, a community-based organization in the Sunset Park community in Brooklyn. The community of mostly Asian and Latinx residents has been subjected to a range of aggravations and abuses at the hands of the NYPD for years as a result of the "broken windows" and "stop and frisk" policies that characterize policing in the city. In this milieu, El Grito has worked since the late 1990s to educate citizens how to properly film police activity (i.e., cop watching) and deescalate situations of routine harassment. The videos have been deployed in a range of settings, from courtroom evidence to use in the media to garner public pressure on the local police precinct. But in the wake of the rise of cell phone cameras, the group has begun receiving much more footage and has become a hub for dissemination for many residents. WITNESS has collaborated with El Grito to organize, analyze, and preserve the footage in an effort to expose patterns of surveillance, harassment, and violence at the hands of police. This has led to the creation of an ad hoc community digital archive of information about police misconduct. This is particularly necessary in New York, where state law prohibits public access to officer records.
In a similar vein, the interactive mapping project Mapping Police Violence, founded by Samuel Sinyangwe, actually eschews videos altogether and opts for a data-forward approach to mapping police killings. Militant evidence is re-presented via infographics to quickly convey statistics, which are buttressed by interactive maps that display the pervasive commonality across the United States. 59 Sinyangwe, along with DeRay McKesson and Brittany Packnett, founded Campaign Zero in an effort to direct the force of Black Lives Matter action on the policy level to fully abolish police violence. 60 They rely on a data-driven, all-encompassing approach to rendering police violence visible, along with ready-made policy solutions to tackle the many facets that need to change to abolish police violence. In a similar spirit, journalist D. Brian Burghart founded the Fatal Encounters database in 2012 to track deadly encounters with police throughout the United States, data no official agency or new organization had ever tallied. 61 Both organizations collaborate and partner with activists, journalists, lawyers, community members, nonprofits, and others working toward the same goal by providing a framework for understanding how each part of the collective actions taken in a variety of realms fits within the larger abolitionist goal.
These and other recent media projects utilize militant evidence to expand the notion of visibility beyond single media objects in particular and toward a representation of oppressive structures rendered via new media technologies. They render visible the pervasiveness of police violence while working in affirmative, collective ways to force systemic changes and accountability. This form of activism, though it makes use of new and emerging digital technology within the logics of the instantaneous that pervades global communication, is decidedly slow but enduring and generative in countless ways. It's a version of what Liz Miller has recently called "slow resilience," which she defines as a "gradual and rooted strengthening, enacted through processes that involve creativity . . . [and] new collaborative frameworks. . . . [It is] people working together, taking actions over time, often in quiet but resourceful ways." 62 These projects and others like them offer deep spaces of education and wake work, as well as connections to larger ecosystems of understanding, support, and collective action. While not a means of achieving immediate justice, the videos and media activist practices are effective sparks, deploying militant evidence as a catalyst to building mass movements against violent and racist structures. They deliberately build new frames of reference with documentary media as a main thrust and sustaining power of activism and counternarratives. CONCLUSION I opened this article with an epigraph, an excerpt from Langston Hughes's 1947 poem "Who but the Lord?" Hughes cries aloud in his verse that no one protects him from police abuse. Implicit in the poem is the idea that if others could see the abuse, then maybe they would protect him, for he lacks a weapon to protect himself. The King tape showed the world a new tool of accountability: the consumer-grade camcorder, a weapon against police violence. Today, nearly everyone has a camera in their pocket, and there has been a wealth of visible evidence produced to justify sweeping systemic changes and accountability in the name of justice for countless victims. But, as has been discussed, those changes don't occur through official means. The courts often fail to work, and the goodwill of white citizens only goes so far in a country irrevocably marked by a racist lineage. Even the most visible cases of police murder are routinely explained away through narratives of officer endangerment and aggression on the part of the victim. The concept camera as a weapon-a tool of accountability and capturer of visible evidence-is wholly insufficient both in cases of police violence against black and brown subjects and in fighting against wars, occupations, and state violence globally. We must think more broadly about the wake work that needs to be considered in regard to the circulation of and activism generated by this recent set of videos, a militant use of evidence. Further, the tendency toward the wielding of militant evidence is an emerging global phenomenon seen in intersectional and allied media activist collectives and groups in Syria (Abounaddara, Bidayyat), Palestine (Palestine Remix, Visualizing Palestine, B'Tselem), Western Sahara (Equipe Media), and others in spaces of war and occupation. Here, notions of visibility, evidence, and community archival practices are highly fraught and dynamic within larger media ecologies, as they are with police violence in the United States, but they remain integral to fighting wide-scale injustice and human rights abuses in pursuit of a radically different world. They, like the practices examined in this article, work in similar wakes in and across communities. They also deploy militant evidence for resistance, counterarchives, counternarratives, extrajudicial structures of accountability, and solidarity. These practices demand new frames of reference and modes of analysis. We must move away from the specter of the King tape and the concept of visible evidence in the 1990s to examine the larger affective and effective ecologies of accumulated documentary media that have emerged as forces for slow resilience, which in the practices outlined in this essay, work in the wake of viral images of black death-militant evidence wielded for the abolition of police violence and toward a future without police. 
